PRESS RELEASE

General Certificate of Education (GCE) /
International Advanced Level (IAL)/
International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE)

Summer 2020 Examinations
Late Registration Deadline for Private Candidates Extended

In response to the current outbreak of Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Disease, the Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority (HKEAA) announced that the deadline of late registration for the following examinations will be extended to 31 March 2020 (Tuesday). Applicants who wish to apply as private candidates for the examinations listed below should note the following details:

Pearson Edexcel:
- General Certificate of Education (GCE) Examinations
- International Advanced Level (IAL) Examinations
- International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) Examinations

Cambridge Assessment International Education (Cambridge International):
- General Certificate of Education (GCE) Examinations
- International General Certificate of Secondary Education (IGCSE) Examinations

(A) Date of Examination
The examinations will be held in May/June 2020.

(B) Entry Requirements
No specific entry requirement.

(C) Registration Procedures
Entry forms can be downloaded at the HKEAA website (www.hkeaa.edu.hk/tc/ipe/gce_gcse_igcse_ial/).

To facilitate submission of registration by candidates, please send the completed entry forms and the necessary documents to the HKEAA by email (ie@hkeaa.edu.hk). An online payment link will then be sent to candidates by email for settling the examination fees.

The HKEAA only offers GCE, IAL, IGCSE subjects which have general demand in Hong Kong. Besides, the subjects with coursework and practical examinations will not be offered by the HKEAA. For details, please refer to the general information at www.hkeaa.edu.hk/DocLibrary/ipe/gce/g_info.pdf
(D) Examination Fees (Private Candidates)

The examination fees must be paid on or before 31 March 2020 (Tuesday). Please refer to the ‘Notes for Persons Entering for the Examinations’ for details.

In addition to the examination fees, supplementary fee and late fee for each subject will also be applied for the late registrations.

**Pearson Edexcel GCE Examinations**

| 1️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Subsidiary Level Subject (Linear Subject): Chinese | $3,850 |
| 2️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Subsidiary Level Subject (Linear Subject): Business, Economics A / B, Psychology, Politics | $1,900 |
| 3️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Subsidiary Level Subject (Linear Subject): Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Statistics | $2,285 |
| 4️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Level Subject (Linear Subject): Arabic, Greek | $3,710 |
| 5️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Level Subject (Linear Subject): Chinese | $5,805 |
| 6️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Level Subject (Linear Subject): Business, Economics A / B, Psychology, Politics | $3,765 |
| 7️⃣ | Each GCE New Linear Advanced Level Subject (Linear Subject): Mathematics, Further Mathematics, Statistics | $4,570 |

**Pearson Edexcel IAL Examinations**

| 1️⃣ | Each Advanced Subsidiary/Advanced Level Unit (Modular Unit): Business Studies, Economics, Psychology, History, English Language, English Literature | $955 |
| 2️⃣ | Each Advanced Subsidiary/Advanced Level Unit (Modular Unit): Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics except core unit | $765 |
| 3️⃣ | Each IAL Advanced Subsidiary/Advanced Level Unit (Modular Unit): Mathematics for core unit | $1,475 |
| 4️⃣ | Each IAL Advanced Subsidiary/Advanced Level Special Unit (Modular Unit): Accounting, Arabic, Greek | $1,880 |
| 5️⃣ | IAL Advanced Level (Linear) Law Subject (Linear Subject) | $2,640 |
Pearson Edexcel IGCSE Examinations

(1) Each Subject:
   Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Human Biology, Business, Economics, English Language, English Literature, History, Accounting, Commerce, Further Pure Mathematics, Mathematics, Religious Studies, Tamil, Greek (First Language), Arabic (First Language) $1,595

(2) Each IGCSE Language Subject:
   Chinese, French, German, Spanish $3,015

(3) IGCSE Science (Double Award) $2,945

Cambridge International GCE Examinations

(1) Each Advanced Level Subject $2,565

(2) Each Advanced Subsidiary Level Subject
   [except French Language and Spanish Language] $1,695

(3) Each Advanced Subsidiary Level Subject
   [French Language and Spanish Language] $2,430

(4) Ordinary Level Subject $1,685

Cambridge International IGCSE Examinations

(1) Each Subject [except French (Foreign Language)] $1,550

(2) French (Foreign Language) $2,400

(E) Enquiry
   Telephone Number: 3628 8761 / 3628 8787
   Email: ie@hkeaa.edu.hk

– End –

Date: 17 March 2020